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It’s been a rough few years; with global health concerns, socio-economic
upheavals, and political disruption across the world - there hasn’t been a single
industry to remain unaffected or unchanged by the changes in consumer
behaviours that have been brought about as a result.
But as they say, “The show must go on,” and the licensing industry has been
evolving and adapting at a rapid pace to keep on track and remain creative.
We’re going to take you through 13 of the latest trends and factors that are
impacting, set to impact, or continuing to impact the licensing industry in the
biggest fashions.

13 Trends
1. It’s Going to be a Blockbuster Year
of Action, Animation, and
Original Entertainment

8. Retail Experiences and DTC
Products Continue to Boost Market
Growth

2. Social Video is On the Rise During
Socially Distant Times

9. What an Exclusive! NFTs Are
Growing in Popularity and Picking
Up Mainstream Appeal

3. Gimme Viewing and Don’t Cross
the Steams! Customers Want More
On-Demand
4. Brands Are Being Held to Account
for their Corporate Social
Responsibility
5. Social Good, for You! Making a
Difference Has to Be More than Just
Words
6. It’s a Beautiful Day in the
Neighbourhood as Brands Take
Their Marketing Activities Local
7. Teamwork Makes the Dream
Work with Co-Branding and
Collaborations

10. Life Moves Pretty Fast... 3D
Technology Set to Change
Online Interactions
11. Innovative Developments and
Access to Cloud Gaming Set to
Take the World by Storm
12. Podcasts are an Increasingly
Popular Platform to Engage
with Branded Content
13. Crowdfunding is a Real Fan
Favourite for Brands Taking the
Direct Approach
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It’s Going to be a Blockbuster
Year of Action, Animation, and
Original Entertainment

With the COVID-19 pandemic restricting the way and number of people who could work together,
there were understandably a lot of delays in getting films created and then to the theatres.
Titles such as Mission: Impossible 7, Jackass Forever, Black Adam, and Morbius have all been
pushed back a number of times, and it’s been difficult to keep up with the seemingly constant
changes in movie schedules as each wave of the pandemic brought new restrictions and
adjustments to the release calendar.
But 2022 is shaping up to be a year of big film, with superhero films from both Marvel and DC
leading the charge with ‘The Batman’, and ‘Doctor Strange and the Multiverse of Madness’, just a
couple of the titles that are hotly anticipated.
It’s not just the capes and cowls crowd that are generating excitement - franchise films from
Jurassic Park, Fantastic Beasts, Knives Out, Enola Holmes, and Avatar are also bringing out fresh
contributions for their fans.
There’s also a fantastic selection of original content coming out to compete with these industry
mainstays, including The Adam Project, The Northman, Everything Everywhere All at Once, Moonfall,
and Martin Scorsese’s Killers of the Flower Moon.
The investment into original content continues with content aimed at driving consumer interest
and engagement spreading across streaming, broadcast, and cable network platforms.
A Direct-to-Consumer (D2C) pivot is expected to continue to operate as the primary strategic
priority, for determining how content reaches the end consumer, within the industry in 2022.
Operators and Investors will be focused on subscriber growth and retention of existing customers
as their Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

D2C content has an advantage of complete control when it comes to the pitch and styling of
their promotional campaign, because the distributor or licensee doesn’t have to negotiate with
3rd parties (such as theatre venues) who may be looking to cut costs or push other content –
allowing marketers to really drill down into the campaign vision and push the core message of
the property. This does have to be carefully evaluated and balanced to ensure the D2C release
isn’t under-marketed and subsequently drops from consumer consciousness, licensees and
distributors need to ensure they put sufficient effort and budget into their promotions to ensure
they get sufficient interest back.
With delays and rescheduling still prevalent in 2022, transparency with the audience is essential
to retain good will towards properties and franchises, and licensees need to keep a close eye on
what’s taking place – in order to jump in and make the most of the windows of opportunity that
these movements and clear calendar spaces are bringing.
Along the past 2 years, BrandTrends tracking has shown an increase by 32% of entertainment
brands spontaneously mentioned as known by 0-14 years old. This represents a total of 328
brands, highlighting the importance for the brand to push hard for going through the clutter.
Marvel has created something special, and the brand is growing and evolving at an impressive
rate. It is no surprise that Marvel and its many brands have now taken the top spot in the World’s
Most Favourite Kids Entertainment Brands, mentioned spontaneously by almost 50 millions of
respondents as their most favorite brand. It is not by luck that they find themselves there because
Marvel has ticked every single box when it comes to appealing to children.
The brand is omnipresent because it is everywhere you turn. From cartoons to films to toys and
even clothing, it’s clear to see how children fall in love with it.
Along the past 2 years, Marvel has grown by 42% in terms of favorite mentions among 0-14 yo,
while DC Comics has gained 3% only.
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Social Video is On the Rise During
Socially Distant Times

Given the way in which social distancing, self-isolation, and work from home has been a
cornerstone of many countries efforts to contain the COVID pandemic, it’s unsurprising that more
individuals have turned to creating and sharing their own video content.
Facebook have continued to push forward with their own video platform (Facebook Watch) and
are seeing around 1.25 billion monthly viewers – but the attitude that Facebook isn’t particularly
trendy is perhaps holding it back.
One of the channels that has seen the most recent spurt of growth, is TikTok who are now
seeing over 1 billion active monthly users, and their most popular channel (by hashtag views) is
#entertainment.
TikTok related products and services (such as TikTok Editor, and TikTok Lights) show that people
aren’t afraid to invest in getting more followers and are actively looking for ways to improve
the content they’re sharing on the platform. This leads to a x4 growth for Tik Tok as part of the
BrandTrends most favorite brands mentioned spontaneously among 0-14yo around the globe
along the past 2 years.
Instagram have moved forward with integrating their IGTV (launched originally in 2018) into their
main app. This hasn’t been met with the explosion of popularity that they saw with their Stories
feature, but it does show signs of promise (+95% of mentions among BrandTrends most favorite
brands ranking along the past 2 years).
Regardless of the platform, social video is a huge and growing trend, and as 5G network coverage
expands throughout 2022, giving rise to faster downloads and smoother streaming, it’s likely that
this growth is nowhere near its peak yet.
As a results, BrandTrends has registered not less than 1923 different social influencers mentioned
as their favorites by 0 to 25 years old in April 21. This covers all age breaks and gender, confirming
the trend is robust.
Entertainment Brands should be looking towards these social channels, and not only utilising them
to build brand awareness, but to also promote User Generated Content (UGC) that grows brand
recognition, trust, and reputation without huge outlays in marketing expenditure.
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Gimme Viewing and Don’t Cross
the Steams! Customers Want
More On-Demand

With customers happy to watch premium quality (such as Ultra4K and IMAX Enhanced)
programming from the comfort of their own home, paid Over-the-Top (OTT) platforms have been
popping up left, right, and centre to compete with established giants Netflix, Hulu, and Amazon
Prime.
While the BrandTrends measurement referenced 6 streaming sources in January 20, this is now 14
different sources which are included into the measurement. This represents an increase by 233% !
Not every platform is successful but the idea of operating in a clearly defined niche is gaining
traction.
Crunchyroll, a dedicated anime service offering subbed and dubbed content, has seen
considerable growth, and is now reaching over 4 million paying subscribers. This leads to a +85%
of spontaneous mentions among BrandTrends Top Favorite ranking 0-14 yo along the past 2
years.
Disney have been utilising their enormous back-catalogues to attract subscribers to their
Disney+ platform but have also been combining this nostalgia with the excitement of brand-new
entries into popular franchises, such as The Mandalorian (Star Wars), and their expansion of the
Marvel Universe (with entries such as Loki, The Falcon and the Winter Soldier, and WandaVision).
Launched across the world on March 19th, 2021, The Falcon and the Winter Soldier had reached
57% awareness along BrandTrends April’21 measurement already ! And 40% of 0-25 yo loved it.
This is also illustrated by Disney standing #2 in BrandTrends Most Favorite brands ranking, with a
+11% increase along the past 2 years.
Cinemas have been struggling to remain open as restrictions on gatherings, and more availability
of content at home has been keeping the crowds away, but signs point to a constructive path
forward for the Box Office in 2022.
One of these changes includes an abbreviation to the exclusive theatrical window to around
45 days, and for some – a day-and-date release approach that allows consumers to visit new
movies in theatre or at home. There have been a difficult series of negotiations between theatres
and studios, but they now appear to have aligned on a preservative approach to the theatre
window that acknowledges the reality of streaming.
Entertainment Brands need to look at their advertising channels and determine whether a niche
platform or a wider more general audience connection campaign will reach a greater number of
their target audience.
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Brands Are Being Held to
Account for their Corporate Social
Responsibility

Social issues and how companies respond to them have become a hot topic, with consumers
pushing to see more responsibility and ethical behaviours from companies.
In recent research conducted by McKinsey, 61% of their participants claimed that how a brand
responds during a crisis will ascertain whether they continue buying from them once the crisis is over.
Brands that are more socially conscious and responsible, and back them with strong actions, are
more likely to gain the trust of consumers, and see their brand value rise in response.
Entertainment Brands are generally associated with a lot of CSR issues (such as mileage, product
packing, workers’ rights, etc) – so having a clear and open plan, that is backed up with action, will
help establish the credibility of the company / licensed property.
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Social Good, for You! Making a
Difference Has to Be More than
Just Words

Having sustainable practices and a focused CSR strategy is now seen as a vital element of any
brand strategy, and the Licensing Industry is taking this forward in increasingly innovative new ways.

Brands such as LEGO have
continued to demonstrate
their commitment to positive
change, by adapting their
packaging, and pledging
millions to climate change
causes, in response to the way
in which consumers are making
more conscientious choices
and being more aware of the
impact of their purchasing
decisions on the global
environment.

Having clear visions,
values, goals, and activities
being undertaken to
achieve them, is now more
important than ever. It’s not
enough to just talk the talk
– brands have to be seen to
be walking the walk as well,
and entertainment brands
that have a lot of exposure
are going to be more under
the microscope due to their
high visibility.
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It’s a Beautiful Day in the
Neighbourhood as Brands Take
Their Marketing Activities Local

The impact of lockdowns and self-isolation has brought the importance of local neighbourhoods
and communities to the forefront, and there has been an increase in the number of community
social media pages and forums created.
Businesses seeking to expand their reach and develop deeper connections with their customers
have been looking at localisation – tailoring their brand messages, and strategically delivering
their products through community networks and existing retail connections.
Managing hyper-local activity and operations does require a more granular presence at scale
and will need to build on capabilities developed around personalisation (especially analytics,
trigger-based messaging, and A-B testing approaches), and require fresh thinking on how to
scale content to supply chains, whilst still managing performance.
The challenge to be faced here will be to stand out from other brands, whilst still blending in with
customers shifting concerns and behaviours.
By offering a more niche marketing approach, and a level of personalisation that customers can
see and appreciate, entertainment brands can move away from the stereotype of ‘giant faceless
corporations’ and operate on a more personal, experiential level.
A great illustration of this importance of being closer to consumer is the great success of Paw
Patrol as Top 10 most favorite brand among 0 to 6, dealing with great global cross gender and
age players such as Marvel, Lego or Disney. Having put in place a winning strategy of content and
products thoroughly selected to meet their core target need and expectations.
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Teamwork Makes the Dream
Work with Co-Branding and
Collaborations

Forward-thinking businesses are looking at brand partnerships and brand licensing.
This is seeing several brands working with like-minded or complementary brands, to not only
help each other out during times of difficulty, but to work together to create new opportunities to
explore different avenues and ways of connecting with new and bigger audiences.
Brands are also venturing into brand licensing as a way to launch new product categories and
amplify brand loyalty amongst their existing customers.
Businesses looking to undertake co-branding and collaborations must choose their licensee
partners very carefully – ensuring that they don’t just make sense on paper, but match their
visions and values, have the same brand ethics, and customers can see a logical reason why
they should be partnered up.
Strategic partnerships, when done right, can boost a brand into a new sphere of influence, and
introduce their product to an entirely new audience.
As long as the partnership makes some sort of logical sense, Entertainment Brands can create
new interest, talking points, and buzz about their projects (just look at the House of Mouse, working
with Stella McCartney – the new pantsuit look for Minnie caused a whole hive of media chatter
and word-of-mouth marketing)!
This is also an additional reason why Marvel is so successful and from far the most favorite brand
spontaneously mentioned by kids in BrandTrends ranking.
Marvel and its characters are undeniably magical in every sense. They whisk children away to a
place where they can immerse themselves in superheroes and villains. From the toys to the films,
comics and books, they capture the minds and hearts of children who grow up with the brand
and move through the ages. This is what makes Marvel so unique. A ten-year-old child can get
just as much joy and excitement from Marvel as a six-year-old and that’s what is helping the
brand to stand firm.
Spin-off, always on new characters, movies, events but also collaboration are part of this winning
strategy.
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Retail Experiences and DTC
Products Continue to Boost
Market Growth

Although retail shopping and the experience economy is set to continue growing, due to the
COVID pandemic and ever-changing restrictions on gatherings, openings, and availability of
products, there is now a well-established home for digital commerce.
Shopify have stated that in 2022, the US DTC consumer base will grow to more than 103 million
as consumers across the world continue to bypass retailers, and head straight for brands and
manufacturers directly.
2022 is also set to bring about more brands with in-house digital experiences, content platforms,
and retail solutions which are designed to capture engagement, and draw in new fans. This
model is seeing success for Netflix with their new content platform Tudum, that draws in the
audience with enhanced content and exclusive insights, alongside its retail selling point with the
Netflix Shop.
DTC e-Commerce shops (such as Redbubble) have been working with studios and brands to
offer permitted fan designs on a limited selection of products. Funko has also been utilising its DTC
reach in the UK for the popular Funko Pop! Line, and more brands are bringing their retail solutions
in-house so they can connect to their audience without the middleman.
Entertainment Brands should look to non-traditional platforms and alternative mediums to
engage customers in new locations and establish themselves as being on-trend and available.
2021 and the post / still in pandemic situation has driven children to more and more
empowerment. They now consume contents, products and services on the go – when, where and
how they want.
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What an Exclusive! NFTs Are
Growing in Popularity and Picking
Up Mainstream Appeal

The use of cryptocurrencies has been building for some time, but 2021 saw a huge spike in the
creation and sale of Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) which allow for digital ownership on distributed
ledgers (blockchains) of artwork, videos, audio recordings, and much more.
NFTs make it possible to assign and transfer ownership of a variety of assets, and make it
abundantly clear who those owners are, which has helped form communities around them.
Mainstream brands such as Pepsi, Adidas, and celebrities such as Ozzy Ozbourne, and Ben Mezrich
have been getting involved with the NFT market in order to make their products more accessible
to their customers.
It’s expected that in 2022 and beyond, NFTs will be used to build brands and become gateways to
access a variety of services, build online reputation, and even start to have real-world application
(such as event ticketing).
Licensed Brands can make use of the flexibility to create unique NFTs or limited releases, to tap
into the Fear of Missing Out (FOMO) and appeal to the collector’s mindset.
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Life Moves Pretty Fast... 3D
Technology Set to Change
Online Interactions

As graphics continue to improve, and processors become faster, the opportunity to offer more
immersive Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) experiences is growing.
From 3D games to the introduction of the Meta-verse, brands are going to need to look at new
offerings and unique experiences to attract customer attention and keep it.
There have been a few false starts within the industry (Google Glasses were ahead of their time
and fell as more of a fad – leaving the market almost as soon as they arrived), but as technology
and the functionality to make it work improves, so to will the opportunities for companies to grow
their brand recognition, reputation, and customer base.
Brands can position themselves with marketing, advertising, sponsorship, or technological
development, to showcase their products, and willingness to engage with new concepts and
lasting trends.
BrandTrends sponsored the Licensing International French Award in March 2022. Among the
different categories awarded, one is dedicated to User’s Experience.
The Winner ‘Rabbids at Versailles’ was a great mix of augmented reality, fun, culture and much
more… for the whole family.
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Innovative Developments and
Access to Cloud Gaming Set to
Take the World by Storm

In the last 5 years, searches for ‘Cloud Gaming’ have increased by more than 105%, and with
more than 3.2 billion gamers in the world – most of who don’t have the hardware required to play
the latest, more technologically demanding games – cloud-based gaming is a solution that is
proving popular.
Major offerings from mainstream giants such as Sony (Playstation Now), Xbox (Project xCloud),
Google (Stadia), and Nvidia (GeForce Now) have been utilising this option to connect with a
wider audience – both with new offerings, and the ability for customers to revisit old favourites
and extensive back catalogues of existing content that was previously only available on former
generation consoles and platforms.
With the sheer scope of games on offer, and the availability opened up to anyone with a good
internet connection – it’s a trend that’s likely to grow and increase in appeal over time.
As such, BrandTrends has measured through the Kid Consumer research a still growing appeal for
the video games devices.
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Podcasts are an Increasingly
Popular Platform to Engage
with Branded Content

Podcasts may have been around for some time now, but the number of people listening to, and
/ or creating their own, continues to grow. Branded podcasts are a trend that proves the format
works as a marketing model as well as simply entertainment and working with Podcasters and
Influencers in the industry can be a lucrative connection for companies looking to expand their
brand recognition and reach.
Podcast Networks are taking advantage of the growth in listeners, and a number of platforms
have been aggressively buying or developing new series, including shows that tie-in with current
events and popular television shows.
As more money is put into backing these programs, the content, scripts, stars, and production
value of the average podcast continue to increase.
Businesses in the licensing industry should be looking at their target demographics, determining
what topics, channels, and podcasts are popular with their consumers – and looking to consider
sponsorship, collaboration, or creating unique content that appeals in order to increase their
brand recognition, reputation, and popularity.
This explains the massive success of streaming platform measured through BrandTrends Kid Consumer research :

And is also illustrated by the +214% of spontenous mentions for NetFlix as part of the BrandTrends
favorite brands ranking among kids 0-14 along the past 2 years.
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Crowdfunding is a Real Fan
Favourite for Brands Taking the
Direct Approach

Direct support for creators is one of the biggest trends to have impacted the entertainment
industry over the last few years, with crowdfunding opening up avenues for products, expansion,
and new directions that wouldn’t have otherwise been possible.
Many individuals are getting involved at the ground floor, often with the promise of bonuses,
limited edition materials, or early access to the content.
The subscription method is proving popular with content creators who turn to companies such as
Patreon, to fund their creative processes and offer exclusive content to their paying audience.
Brands that want to take a new direction or undertake an experimental development that might
be seen as too risky by traditional backers, are finding fan support to be a highly beneficial
process – not only for determining if the product / service should be brought to market, but for
also generating a ‘buzz’ around it beforehand.

Our Thoughts on the Trends that Are
Impacting the Licensing Industry
The entertainment industry is fast moving, and it’s shifting towards our living rooms and pockets,
as well as retaining its status as an ‘event’ experience.
With considerably more focus on the businesses behind the brand, and how they’re operating
– it’s essential that CSR, ethics, and diversity are not just treated as ‘tick boxes’, but are fully and
openly discussed, and integrated into workable business strategies.
Companies that are involved with the licensing industry need to adapt fluidly and creatively in
order to shift their focus to the how and where that their consumers are focused on; and the ones
that can do this, and are able to follow these and future trends, are the ones who will become
media mainstays.
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